Task Management System
simplifying IT
simplifying Information
simplifying Project Watching
simplifying Activity Tracking
simplifying Production Monitoring
simplifying Efficiency
simplifying Management
simplifying Company Team Work

MAXIMIZING GROWTH
Works On The Web Or Mobile
The goal is simple…This is the one application that allows managers and employees to track company wide activities, project progress and employee interaction.
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Check the schedule of any employee in the company including daily productive hours
Zoom down on any day in the employee schedule and check the daily activities
Graph employee productivity and teamwork
Monitor customer / project activities including:

1) Pending work
2) Under processing tasks
3) Done / completed tasks
4) Total time spent
The system allows you to upload unlimited number of documents, images, pictures or any file to the task.

Any employee part of the system can view these files online or from the mobile.
Check the entire project including:

1) Pending work
2) Under processing tasks
3) Done / completed tasks
4) Total time spent
5) Employee participation percentage
6) All attachments
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View each employee activities including:

1) Pending Tasks
2) Under Processing Tasks
3) Late Tasks
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Sales/Client Servicing

- Client places a request

Traffic Manager

- Submits Creative Brief
- Amendment Brief is approved & allocated
- Amendment Brief is submitted
- Approval Amendment Brief is forwarded to Creative Department
- If offset/event/workshop is required Production Brief is requested
- Finalizing Brief is submitted
- Finalizing Brief is forwarded
- Quotation is submitted to client.
- Client approved Quotation is forwarded to Traffic Management.

Creative Department

- Creative Brief is approved & allocated
- Amendment Brief is submitted
- Approved Amendment Brief is forwarded to Creative Department
- If offset/event/workshop is required Production Brief is requested
- Finalizing Brief is submitted
- Finalizing Brief is forwarded
- Quotation is forwarded to Production Department
- Quotation is forwarded to Traffic Management

Production Department

- Product is delivered.
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Proposed System Changes
Workflow Summary
Traffic Manager uses this screen in order to assign a new Job to a Creative Department Employee according to their availability. The system suggests the Traffic Manager who is currently available and requires authorization to assign.
Traffic Manager uses this screen in order to assign a new Job to a Creative Department Employee according to their availability. The system suggests the Traffic Manager who is currently available and requires authorization to assign.